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Working document of the European External Action Service

of 01 / 02 / 2023
1. Adoption of the Agenda.
   The Agenda, as outlined in CM 1365 2023 INIT, dated 27 January 2023, was adopted after deleting items 5 to 10 and 14.

   DELETED, the Head of the ESDC briefed the EUMC.
   Delegations had an exchange of views

3. Operational Guidance on Gender Mainstreaming to the Military Common Security and Defence Policy.
   The EUMS briefed the EUMC.
   Delegations had an exchange of views.

4. Russian cyber activities in the Russian aggression against UKRAINE.
   The EUMS briefed the EUMC.
   Delegations had an exchange of views.

5. Information
   The CEUMC informed the EUMC about his visit to EUTM MOZ on 26 and 27 January.
   DDG EUMS informed the EUMC about the status of the MPLAN for EUMPM NIGER.

6. Next Meeting
   The next regular EUMC meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, **08 February at 09h00**
   with the following agenda items:
   - Debriefing by former FCdr EUFOR ALTHEA
   - Draft MPLAN EUMPM NIGER. Brief by the MPCC
   - YEMEN Political and Security Update. Brief by EUMS.

7. A.O.B at 27
   CY informed the EUMC about two incidents where CY was excluded from an EU military activity:
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